
Caylus’ Tough Time At Britain  

As the Perpetrators huddled together, they whispered to each other of the most uncontrolled plan 

As the Long ship grounded to a stop in the thick sand of the welsh beach. The Danish pushed 

themselves   over the side and into action. It was time to fight. They could see the enemies heading 

 Towards the edge of   the cliffs above! 

Exhausted and covered in blood   , the Vikings collapsed on the sand. They were going to have to 

make a camp   here   tonight. Caylus   finds a cave big enough for the   all and they bed down.  

 During the night, they wake to a sound of a terrible storm! Caylus stuck his head out the cave, the 

waves were as big as mountains, wind as fierce as a dragon. 

As the gigantic storm thundered in the air, something unbelievable happened, the boat was in 

pieces. Then Caylus had an idea. How about we take wood from the surviving buildings. 

With all welsh enemies dead or dying from the fierce battle the day before, the buildings were 

empty and easy to take. The Danes planned to build a short ship. Their raid in wales was over, all 

that was important was to get home. 

All the materials were ready and Caylus counted the seats and said “VI of you can sit and IIII can 

stand so we all fit. 

As the short ship sailed along the Atlantic Ocean, they could see Britain again, “that must be the 

British island Lindisfarne said caylus.”We better get there.” Said a Viking.” we must steel.” said 

another Dane. As soon as they got there, something weird happened… 

“It is f… f… freezing! Here” said Caylus. ”And where are all the British enemies?  They are not here 

anymore.” WAIT!” said a Dane. “They must be up there” Said Caylus. “ 

Let’s go everyone.” As quick as a flash, all British were dead. 

They had one more target. Scotland “it is going to be very busy.” there was a secret Viking called 

Gunnar Viking Son, the only and they youngest on-board. 

As they headed for Scotland, an animal appeared on the boat “SHARK!” exclaimed Caylus. “What are 

we going to do” shouted Gunnar “we will go there as fast as we can” replied Caylus 

As they were swimming towards a nearby island after their boat crashed into the gigantic shark. The 

shark bit Gunnar!” argh shouted Gunnar Caylus pulled Gunnar to Small Island. ”What are we going 

to do said Gunnar were both here on a small deserted island with me bleeding to death said   

Gunnar “ as Gunnar was dying Caylus said something rest in peace  Gunnar  and I hope I see you In 

the great feasting hall in Asgard when I die to as Gunnar died. The Valhalla an angel took him away. 

Finally said Caylus.  

By Omar and David. 

 

 

 


